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The main examples of Java programming, algorithms and interview programming issues my computer continues to turn off on its own. I put on a liquid cooling system after a few heat sink and the fan combo doesn't work and it still does so. When I start it, it turns off on the floor of the sec and then shuts down, then after a second, it starts
to back time on its own. I thought that might mean not enough energy, so I put on 100 watts more power. Any ideas? I would take all of it execpt what is needed. Check every switch and the chip is safe. Make sure your credentials are not set up for European ac. Try another way out. Then try downloading again. If you can't even get into
the biography I'd look at the new motherboard. But I wouldn't rush into that, any1 yet? I tried to eliminate everything I could even up to 1 stick ram and it still shuts down below 90 degee f. Since you covered the processor and chipset... how about RAM.... Have you checked that out with Memtest86? What about processor and RAM voltage
settings? What do you use to test the 90F rate of reading? What MB, processor, RAM and PSU do you use? VAPCMD I use the default bios settings for everything. The temperature reading from the coolmaster liquid cooling system and if I installed the system to turn off the warning above 90 it would not beep on me. If I set it below 90, it
still didn't beep. It makes me think its not a tempo problem. Try to test RAM with memtest86 and let us know about when the system shuts down.... How is it off with 15 30 or 60 minutes after downloading? Or only after the launch of the program or game? How does the chipset cool? VAPCMD (NT) His second answer gave f (in the lower
case, lol) (NT) missed it. Thank you, Ray! What temperature data do you have for the processor? You need a new mother wide you need a new mother wide. What makes you say he needs a new mobo????????????????????? What led you to this conclusion ....? Maybe a processor more or more..... sp please share your experiences
on how you achieved that as a remedy. Accept. Now that it's been nine more years. It's 90% or more likely that they're right! Now it's not overheating. The first Pentium machine I bought was affected by this problem. It will work fine, but suddenly reboot without provocation. It does not overheat and does not need to do anything particularly
complicated. However, the problem of self-loading became more and more frequent. I suspect this problem was the reason the machine was sold. I later learned the following theory: the HAD chip had been overheated earlier, leading to an inner half-short developing inside the chip. This apparently continues to evolve to such an extent
that eventually it keeps cutting the chip frequent that it can never successfully boot. This theory has to do with how my car behaved. Eventually I replaced it all because playing around with bits and pieces gets me nowhere. Ok I'm not a real expert, but a friend of my ex-girlfriends had the same problem. It turned out, be the virus that
causes the problem. Of course you couldn't download anything to deal with it because the damn thing was closing before you could get to it. Unfortunately it came down to taking it to the store to be repaired and I don't know the definition of the virus. So really take it to the store! I had a protel like that until I changed the settings on energy
properties to read like through the search for energy properties. This PC shutdown happened to me, it was fixed by changing the power PC off-off- not the tempo problem The first thing to check is the capasitors on the main board (metal barrels on the diamater pencil) If any of the tops puffed up, it's basic. Secondly, it is RAM, then
electricity supply. If it can be software, then disable the hard drive and plug another hard drive on it and install a fresh copy of the windows. I'm not so techaware so I would like to do a recovery in the previous OK time. Do it in safe mode I have been repairing puter, s for about 30 years,,,,,,,,s reboot virus,,,,,seen it will happen all many
times,,,,,do full virus scan,,,,,, (in safe mode)... Hi LoneReaper, I also had the same problem some time ago. I tried my best and it turned out that it was a faulty switch on/off in my case. Sometimes he's in contact, he's not. I might be lucky and the PC will stay for a few hours, but sometimes minutes or seconds. After weeks of trying
everything else, it was a problem. Maybe it's worth a look. HTH. Your...... Bob I also had a problem with computer shutdown for no apparent reason. It made me crazy for a while. The problem was a defect in the RAM module. Look for a small piece of software on the internet to check your RAM, sorry, but I can not remember the name,
the problem was on the old computer. I removed the module defect and everything went back to normal. Good luck ran into this problem a year before I ran into this problem last year. First, you just need to back up your data before you lose it, then take the expert manual that can really get you out of this mess. You've tried a lot, so I
guess now is the time to take it to a PC repair specialist. This old post is closing. Please start a new discussion as old messages rarely get answers. Page 2 Using a commanding tip to turn Windows 10 OFF provides more power and flexibility than just using the Option to Turn Off the Start menu or pressing the power button on your PC.
Here's how it's done. Turn off your computer with a command-and-control start by pressing Windows and R keys to open the Run window. From there, enter cmd in the box and then select the OK button. This is Prompt team. Here, the type of off/s. As soon as you click Enter, a message will appear to let you know that Windows will be
closed in less than a minute. You can choose the Close button if you want, but it won't affect the shutdown process. That's all there is to it. Your computer will be closed within a minute. Closed. also a way to reboot your computer using Command Prompt if that's what you prefer. RELATED: 34 Useful keyboard shortcuts for the Windows
Team Fast restart PC using the team promptly This process to restart the computer is almost identical to turning off the computer, except you'll use a slightly different command in the prompt command. Open the Run window by pressing Windows Key, enter cmd in the box, and then select the OK button to open Command Prompt. Once
in the command hint, the turn-off /r . Click Enter to continue working. Now your computer will start the reboot process within the next minute. These are just two of the many different options for turning your Windows computer off the Prompt team. To get a complete list of shutdown options available to you, enter a shutdown/? in the
command query, and then click Enter. You'll see a complete list of switches and related descriptions. For the convenience of our readers, we've provided a comprehensive list of the shutdown commands and descriptions provided by Microsoft below. ANSWER: Why does rebooting your computer fix so many problems? A list of command
switches and switching options and settings/? Show help. /i Displaying the GUI. /l Unplug. This cannot be used with options /m or /d. /s computer shutdown. /sg Turning off the computer. On the next download, if the Sign-On automatically restart is enabled, automatically howt and block the last interactive user. Once registered, restart all
registered applications. /r Complete shutdown and restart of the computer. /g Complete shutdown and restart of the computer. Once the system is restarted, the last interactive user automatically turns on and blocks the system when the automatic restart is turned on and blocked. Once registered, restart all registered applications.
/Interrupting the system shutdown. This can only be used during a timeout. Combine with /fw to clean any waiting boots for firmware. /p Turn off your local computer without a timeout or warning. It can be used with options /d and /f. /h hi-er local computer. It can be used with the option /f. / hybrid performs the computer shutdown and
prepares it for a quick launch. Must be used with the option /s. /fw Combine with the option of off to trigger the next download to move to the uiquisum firmware interface. /e Document the cause of an unexpected computer outage. /o Go to the extended menu of download options and restart the computer. You need to use with the option
/r./m Computer Specify the target computer /t xxx Set a timeout before stopping until xxx seconds. The actual range is 0-315360000 (10 years), with a default of 30. If the timeout exceeds 0, the option /f. /c comment on the reason for the restart or stop is implied. no more than 512 characters. /f Power works apps to close without warning
users. The /f option is implied when a value greater than 0 is specified for /t/t /d p'u'xx:yy Provide the reason for restarting or stopping. p indicates that a reboot or shutdown is planned. u indicates that the reason is determined by the user. xx is the main cause of the number (positive integer less than 256). yy is a minor cause number
(positive integer less than 65536). 65536).
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